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ABSTRACT. The analytic composi~e ~heory for ~he surface of 
Gaussian slope s~a~is~ics has revealed ~ha~ backsca~~ering of 
ver~ically (V) arized microwaves from ~he sea a~ large es 
of incidence m! have an azimu~hal charact,eris~iclt which 
corresponds ~o ~he ar of ~he small-scale Bragg 
spec~rumt wi~h an accuracy ~o wi~hin ~he slope variance of long 
waves. For horizon~ally (H) arized radiowaves. ~he model 
rela~es ~he image es t,o ~he s~atis~ics of spikes in a 
random surface-wave field. Fourier anal sand ng of 
radioimages taken over various seas have allowed us ~o estima~e 
~he of large- and small- scale sea sur~ace waves as well 
as o~her i n~ed on surface waves. 

1. INTRODUCTION. I ng radars eld ncipally novel da~a on 
~he physical s~a~e of ~he sea. The aim of ~his paper is ~o 

develop si e models for image formation by an airborne 
real-aper~ure side-looking radar CSLAR) a~ different, 
polariza~ions as well as ~o elabora~e experimen~al met,hods and 
da~a ~echniques ~o e~fec~ively extrac~ sea 

cularly wave a, from radioimages. 

2. THEORY OF MICROWAVE SCATTERING FROM THE SEA SURFACE. Microwave 
backsca~~er from hi y conducting surfaces, including the seat 

s~ric~ly on polariza~ion. A~fairly large es of 
incidence, e t ~he arized backscat~ered Bragg power is 
no~ably weaker ~han ~he V- arized one. Generally ~he 

V-polarized power (Fig. 1a) shows up in a sca~t,ered field of the 
firs~ order, which is rather smoothly modulated by sea sur~ace 
features. On ~he o~her hand, an arized backscatter CFig.1b) 
produces an image ~ormed by randomly spaced bright spots. or by 
the so-called es. whereas the Bragg return is virtually at 
the noise level. A similar behavior of polarized 
sca~tered fields was first es~ablished Long. [11. 
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Fig.1. Sea radiomages of a 10x10km area as taken a~ a wavelength 
A d 2.26 cm: V-polarization (a) and arizat.ion (b) in 
mirror ; the figure axis is the aircraft. heading line 



The composite theory allows us to decode V-polarized SLAR images 
o~ the sea. Assuming that the conventional specular component 
and the second-order scatter,i.e. depolarization. are negligible 
at e )300 ,we can write a local cross-section o~ V-backscattering 
[2] : 
epv CQ, a..~j ::::: k "cot.. "Q. IG 12 WC.2k sinG· t 2k cose!! si (1). 

° ~ ° ° 
-t where k = 2nA t cose. = cose·COS~t e'::::: e+a. a and ~ are the 

° 't. angles between the smoothed sur~ace and the horizon in the 
plane o~ incidence and in the ane normal to the latter. s is 
the dielectric constant. WCK .K ) is the II the 
x-axis lies in the plane o~ fncrdence, 

G = [s(1 + si ) + (2) 

+ -2 = (s- 1)( 
-2 

v The average cross-section, 0' • is determined an i al 
over all the slopes within ag irradiated area: 

0; (e) = ffcCe. a. 13')p(tan a. tan 13')d(tan a)dCtan ~) It (3) 

where. neglecting the shadowing ~actort 

pC tan a It tan 13') = p (tan a: tan ~It)cos~ /cose 
° ~ 

(4) 

~ (tan tan ) is the anisotropiC probability density o~ sea 
o 
slopes along its princi axes. the coe~~icient cose~/ cose is 
related to 'the !!area de~ectll in the slope distribution!! 
observed at an angle o~ incidence e [3]. The averaged value o~ 
(3) is conventionally computed ~or an isotropic normal 
distribution without any areal correction and ~or a certain 

v C usual I y i c) model. However. 0 can be al so 
° evaluated analytically avoiding numerical computations. 

2.1 Radar Gross-Section Evaluation. The actual long-wave slopes 
are small. 1011. Ibl = 0 (~) « 1 ,and their distribution ~s 
approximately Gaussian [4]. Within a ~airly good accuracy OC~) 
~or slightly rough seas. i.e. neglecting the slope skewness. we 
can replace the tangents o~ small angles in (3) It (4) by their 
arguments. Further. assuming Islz 100 ~or cm and dm microwaves. 
t.he calculation o~ Ov reduces to a series e~ansion o~ IGl 2 cot4-e 
and W(2k sine', 2k ".°cose') in ~ and Isl-i/, ~ollowed by t.heir 
product. iveraging 8ver slope distribution (4). Here. we can 
restrict ourselves to the t.erms OClsl-t/~ ~2). The result.. 
accurate to a ~ew per cent. is 

2 -Sl r -i l4- 6 .... e. ",) = Bk ° 1 +si n e) 21<:0 si ne) 1 +( is cose) ~( '1') M • ( ..I 

where 'I' is the azimuthal angle along the principal axes, the 
typical roughness spectrum is given by t.he power-law [6] 

the modulation is expressed 

)=1+m m + m 
o t2 

a + 
° 

(6) 



a and ~ are ~he average slopes, ~he ~il~ ~he variance 
Cm .m t and m ,m .m) modula~ion ~ransfer func~ions 

~ z ~~ ~2 22 -~/2 
em.~.l-:S) depend eviden~ly on 8. 1£1 tSt and fCp) . 

2.2 Til~ and Variance Modula~ion. The m.~.f. as behave qui~e 

differen~ly wi~h respec~ ~o 8. For ins~ance,l a~ a sa~ura~ed 
spec~rum (6) of ~he ac~ual azimuthal factor [3]. assuming 
s=4. If' /f I~O. 6. If"/f 1~1 t the func~ions m(8) are similar to those 
in Fig.2. Theyare calculated for A = 2.6 em. i.e. for Ccf.[6]) 
£ = 50-35i. 

eo eo 
Fig. 2. M.t.f's versus e for X= 2.6 em. 
If' /f I~O. 6. Ifll/f 1~1 

When e ~ 700 the power scattered from an anisotropic sea is 
modula~ed in a complex way by all the slope components. In this 
case. the backscatter from isotropiC waves [23.[7] is slightly 

o sensitive to slopes owing to ~he small m.t.f's. when e) 71 • 
however. 1m ~ I » 1m 2111 1m ~I » Im22 I.. Im~2 I II and the 
modulation arises primarily trom the slopes of long waves 
orien~ed in ~he plane of incidence. A~ grazing angles II 1m I. 
I I 

. 2 ~ 
m~~ are proportional ~o tan e , tan 8 , respec~ively. Hence • 

the modulation by such slopes should predominate over other [7] 
scatter modulation types. which are somewhat limited. The number 
of s has a very sligh~ bearing on ~he m.~.f·s and. as i~ 
changes from 3.6 to 4.5. the considered angles are shifted only 

o by 1.6 . These m.t.f's occur over a wavelength range up to 
A = 1m, while the angles shift slightly towards e = 90 . 

2.3. Radar Measurement of Bragg Resonant Wave Spectra. 
form of (6) yields 

Another 

v 2 2 r-:- -~ '" I I-~ a oC8,p)=C1+sin 8) 11+C~£cos8) I WCkosin8.p)[1+OCp. £ ).(7) 

Thus p by measuring the backscattered power at various azimuths 
and angles of incidence and by averaging it over the longest sea 
wavelength. we can define, accurate to an order of long-wave 



slope variance, 
WCK.~) of short 
long waves. (7) 

also clear 
ani of 

i.e. to a few per cent~ the directional spectrum 
-~ resonant waves of ~ = nCk n8) . For isotropic 

agrees with the numerical findings [2J. It is 
7) i ies an accordance between the a2imuthal 

and the angular spreading fC~) Ce).For large 
all the conclusions drawn are also valid. 

sometimes at the expense of accuracy, for any kind of scatter 
modulation [73. For directional spectrum measurements, SLARs and 
synthetic aperture radars CSARs) are most table. If their 

° antenna vertical admits angles ~ 8 ~ 90 • the 
measured range can be as large as AK = 2KC8 =30°). The 
high spatial resolution of SARs and SLARs ts, in principle. 
a more accurate measurement than is achievable 
with conventional scatterometers. The a2imuth can be varied by 

ng the aircraft heading. 

2.4. from an Image Fourier Anal s. The 
em of how an image Fourier-transform can conform to 

the actual sea is still di e. It can be resolved. on the 
° basis of the ng examination. for angles of 70-80 and 

moderately devel seas. A operates as a low-pass filter 
~ with a cut-off at • L being resolution. Then, in the 

first mati. the images recorded at ~ = canst correspond 
for A > L to a al of the smoothed slope a =a in the 
a2imuthal ane. A Fourier transform of the imag~ yields 
distribution of in wave numbers and directions. 

Following [81. we examine the transformation of a coherent plane 
Ii wave ng a radioimage modulated in amplitude 
as 

TCR) = [1 + (8) 

where in the image; To is its 
-~ 

R = <X. Y) is the coordinate 
average transparency; m is the mean value of m Ccos h/Y); h 
is the SLAR altitude; Y~~tands for the range.The~light intensity 
in an off-axis region in the focal plane of a converging lens is 
proportional to 

IC = I -i 

where K is the radius vector in the 
Measuring intensi (9) & we determine the 
of long-wave slopes a . 

~ 

(9) 

ane of transform. 
directional spectrum 

3. MODEL OF H-RADIOIMAGE FORMATION. At oblique angles of 
incidence. the Bragg H-scatter may be a few d02ens of decibels 
lower than that of specular reflection and the so called 

[10] scatter. The two mechanisms occur only at the 
surface of breaking or nearbreaking waves. This point is 
corroborated by numerous ments~ in which a noticeable 
H-backscattering appears simultaneously with the onset of white 
~Q.~~,.ng. A spike of the reflection. even averaged over radar 
resolution may prove an order of magnitude more intense than the 
Bragg and t hence t may produce a density of 
recording films. Thus. each bright spot should be referred to a 
site at the sea that has breaking during i ation. 
To develop a simple model of the we assume that 

1 



~here exis~s a cer~ain limiting ampli~ude of waves. If ~he 

ampli~ude is exceeded, waves are no longer s~able and s~ar~ ~o 

break (9]. Then, ~he speckle s~a~istics in images reduces, in 
general, ~o ~he s~a~is~ics of over~hrowings of a two-dimensional 
random func~ion above a specified height level. 

3.1. S~a~istics of a Random Sea Surface. To simplify ~he 
solu~ion ~o ~he problem p we consider ~he Gaussian field of sea 
waves because their ac~ual sta~istics differs just sligh~ly from 
~he normal case [4]. Mos~ impor~an~ for us is ~he mean number N 
of overthrowings of ~he random function ~(x.y) above som3 
appropria~e level ~ = a per uni~ area. If the level a is fairly 
high, ~he number of over~hrowings for an aniso~ropic random 
Gaussian field is de~ermined by [111 

2 -a /i2!m ) p (10) 
00 

s~ands for spec~ral momen~a. 

-0.0 

Take simple power-law spectrum (6) in ~he range K ~ 
00 saturated sea model. where K corresponds ~o ~he 

00 
componen~, K is ~he high-frequency cu~-off. This 
momenta and t10) changes over ~o 

211: 
where f.. ::: J fC ",) cos '" i. si n ",j dp . 

l.J 
o 

K ~ K:a, as a 
high-energy 
yields ~he 

(11) 

Hence. we see ~hat the speckle densi~y depends s~rongly on ~he 
~ypical wid~h f of an azimu~hal spreading. Ano~her impor~an~ 

00 
fea~ure is ~he exponential dependence of N on the square of 
breaking wave s~eepness (aK )2.I~ is noteworfhy ~ha~ measurement 

00 of speckle density in images is a very special procedure. A more 
common prac~ice is pho~ome~ering of an image density. A 
descrip~ion of ~.his opera~ion shows that. a~ Gaussian seas, ~he 
mean signal obeys largely ~he same rules as does ~he number of 

kes. 

3.2. Curren~-Induced Varia~ions in ~he Spike S~a~istics. 
If a surface wave runs ~o an inhomogeneous surface current 
IT = UCx,y),the former and ~he lat~er undergo an energy exchange. 
Waves over an opposi~e-directed curren~ are supplied by the 
energy from it. while. in ~he case of a divergen~ curren~. the 
reverse effec~ occurs. To analyze ~he spike s~a~is~ics of the 
sea on curren~s which are due. for example. ~o internal waves, 
we use ~he conservation law of kinematic wave density 

"V C a + Kill = CI It 

00 

where a::: (gK):l/2 is the wave 
Using C1a~, we obtain variations 

:l 

(12) 

frequency a~ KU = KUcos", 
in ~he wave number 

= O. 

For sa~urated spectra on the current, the high-energy and the 



cut. -of"f" component.s shi f"t. as Ko -+-- Ko and K1 -+- K.; t r espect.i vel y. 
Subst.it.ut.ing (1S) int.o (10). we derive variat.ions in N on t.he 
current. U Q 

:2 :2 M4 / N oC -UCOSto [1 + ex: a K ) J • 
Q Q 0 

(14) 

Thus. t.he speckle densit.y in H -radioimages increases on 
current.s moving against. t.he wind and decreases in t.he opposit.e 
case. In addit.ion. we evaluat.e t.he nonlinear ef"f"ect.s in t.he 
speckle st.at.ist.ics and est.imat.e essent.ial correct.ions ex:aK ) t.o 
t.he speckle densit.y due t.o t.he second-order nonres8nant. 
nonlinearit.y of" gravit.y waves. 

4. EXPERIMENTS. 4.1. Experiment.al Procedures. Circular f"light.s. 
which are convent.ional in azimut.hal measurement.s [S], have been 
undert.aken. A SLAR operat.ed at. A~2.25 cm was inst.alled aboard 
t.he Ant.onov-24 aircraf"t. of" t.he 'Aerof"lot.' Co. Due t.o t.he high 
spat.ial resolut.ion of" t.he inst.rument. we have t.aken azimut.hal 
scat.t.ering charact.erist.ics in det.ail. The f"light.s were perf"ormed 
in t.he coast.al areas of" t.he Pacif"ic near Kamchat.ka and of" t.he 
Barent.s Sea. near Kola Peninsula as well as in t.he Black Sea.The 
ot.her f"light.s were various 'boxes· and 'st.ars·, similar t.o t.hat. 
of" Fig. S. 

Fig. S. Aircraf"t. 12-t.ack f"light. of" t.he 
'rot.at.ing box'-t.ype 

4.2. Azimut.hal Measurement.s. Wit.h st.able SLAR paramet.ers, an 
average image densit.y is proport.ional t.o t.he scat.t.ering cross 
sect.ion. Fig.4 shows c f"or V-polarized (crosses) and H-polarized 

o (dot.s) scat.t.er versus azimut.h to . The scat.t.ering was averaged 
over an area of" 500 x 250 m:2 (S x 1.50

) at. e = 570 and t.hen 
normalized t.o it.s maximum. The rat.ios of" t.he circle diamet.ers 
present.ed of" Figs. 4 a.b t.o t.hat. in Fig.4 care 0.1 : 1 and 0.72: 
1, respect.ively. The weat.her condit.ions shown in t.he capt.ion 
were report.ed by a ship drif"t.ing 20 km away f"rom t.he cent.er of 
t.he experiment. area. 

The azimuthal charact.erist.ics have conventionally an axis of" 
symmet.ry coinciding wit.h t.he wind direct.ion. so Fig.4a suggests. 
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~or ins~ance. ~he direc~ion of a calm breeze. Figs. 4b and c 
differ very strongly in spite of close wind veloci~ies. Thus 
unlike [31. ~his veloci is no~ a si e de~erm1ning 

the backsca~~er. I~s na~ure is qui~e differen~ for differen~ 
polarizations. Evidently. at ariza~ion only Fig. 4c 
corresponds within a ·~airly accuracy to ~he ac~ual 

spreading fC~) for capillary-gravity waves of A=1.3cm. According 
to the ~heory. this accuracy is provided by a deep azimu~hal 
dependence of c and by virtually symmetric sca~ter related ~o 
the wind direction. The other two V-characteris~ics reproduce 
~C~). involving some distortions due ~o ~he skewness of 
long-wave slopes. While H-sca~tering is. in practice. isotropic 
under ~he calm (Fig. 4a), it is hi y aniso~r c even a~ 

moderate winds (Figs. 4b • c). Processing the azimuthal 
characteristics for the H-backscat~er in ~he sector e = 46-800 

yields ~he second spectral momenta and estima~es nonlinear 
skewness and curtosis of long-wave slopes. It is remarkable tha~ 
the es~imates are in a very good accordance wi~h [121, while 
those made according to [4] under our experimental conditions. 
are considerably higher. 

N N. ./ 
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Fig. 4. Azimu~hal characteris~ics c(..,) at 8 = 
crosses - V-polarization. dots - H-polarizati ; 
(a) calm. U = O. (b) steady wind, U = 8 ms 

-:! 
(c) gusty wind, U= 8 - a ms 

H' 

4.3. Fourier Analysis of Sea Radi oi mages. Two-dimensional Fourier 
trans~orm of radioimages is observed in the focal plane of a 
converging lens in a coherent op~ical system [Sl.V-images. taken 
over each of the 12 tacks of the flight and shown in Fig.3. were 
processed in the analyzer. A series of optical spectra is 
presented in Fig.6. where each spectrum is placed at the azimuth 
of an original image. In the center, there is a spectrum of 
reference gra~ing with A = BOrn. 

A feature of importance to us is the disappearance of waves 
at azimuths orthogonal to the wind, namely,at .., = 160. 180. 330, 

o and 0 . Conversely, in direc~ions almost collinear ~o ~he wind. 
~he waves are clearly pronounced. This confirms ~he ~heory 



asser~ing ~he predominan~ modula~ion o~ v- backsca~~er by long
wave slopes. 

Fig.5. Op~ical spectra o~ ~he 12 SLAR 'ro~a~ing box' ~acks 

4.4. Spec~ra o~ Shor~-Wave Resonan~ Roughnesses. The radar 
cross-sec~ion ~or each o~ ~he 12 azimu~hs was de~ermined by 
measuring ~he image densi~y versus slan~ range. Using a 
~rans~orm inverse ~o (7). ~he spec~ral densi~y W( 2k sina) was 

00 00 
compu~ed. Fig. 5. shows 12 o~ such spec~ra cu~- o~~ a~ ~ 70 
~o avoid s~rong modula~ions and covering ~he ~o~al azimu~hal 

00 circle. A~ 42 ~ a ~ 70 all ~he spec~ra decline wi~h increasing 
a ~o obey ~he uni versal power-law W(K) oC K- 5

• ~±O. ~ No~e ~ha~ 
~hese angles cover ~he waveleng~hs 1.2 ~ A ~ 1.7 cm. 

W 
1 

o 

Pt· 800 o 60 120 180 2110 

Fig. 5. Resonan~-wave spec~rum W(K) versus azimu~h ~ 
as de~ermined ~rom ~he 12 SLAR ~acks 
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4.6. Nonlinear Wave In~erac~ion as Observed by an Imaging Radar. 
The ~ypical Pacific radioimages were analyzed in a 
spec~ral domain. Par~ of ~he ob~ained spec~ra displayed several 
wave sys~ems. some of which origina~ed probably from ~he 
nonlinear in~erac~ion. Le~ us consider. for ins~ance. ~he 

smoo~hed spec~rum presen~ed in Fig.8 .• where one can see ~hree 
o wave sys~ems. Two of ~hem. making angles 66 and -26 wi~h ~he 

horizon. are found in o~her spec~ra.Hence,~hey are fundamen~als. 
o The ~hird (addi~ional) wave sys~em makes an angle of around 30 

wi~h ~he aircraf~ heading, and i~ is jus~ in~eres~ing as a 
probable resul~ of ~he nonlinear in~erac~ion be~ween ~he 

fundamen~als. 

Fig. 7. Smoo~hed radioimage spec~rum and correc~ed 
wave vec~ors near ~he spa~ial resonance 

To verify ~he hypo~hesis, Fig. 8.plo~s ~he spa~ial resonance for 
~he vec~ors of ~he addi~ional (cen~ral) wave K and of the 

t 
fundamen~al (side) waves K , K . This plo~ is superimposed on 
the equal spec~ral den~i~y fines after correc~ions, ~o 
accoun~ for ~he rela~ive motion of the pla~form referred ~o ~he 
sea sca~~erers. I~ resul~s in ~he fac~ ~ha~ ~he frequency 
resonance Kt/2+ Kt/2= 2Kt/2 is fulfilled wi~hin a very good 
a£curac~t 2~hil~30 the tO considerable phase de~uning 
AK = 2K K -K is measured from Fig. 10. to 20 30 

I~ follows from ~heory ~ha~ such nonsynchronous waves in~erac~ 

quasis~a~ionarily. Thus, ~he cen~ral wave componen~ is expected 
~o have some spatial bea~s.To check ~his claim. the spectrum of 
Fig.8 was mul~iplied by a binar~ fil~ert which is_ ~otally 
transmi~~ing over a sector 20 oriented along K and 
non~ransparent in o~her directions. The produc~ was F8urier
transformed. The densi~y of the reconstruc~ed image is presented 
in Fig.9. Here one can see ~he spa~ial beats of a period of 
460-700m marked with broken lines. The ~heore~ical spa~ial period 
was es~imated ~o be abou~ 600 m, which is close to the beats in 
~he fil~ered-ou~ image. 



Fig.8. Spatial 
beats of" the 
cent.ral-wave 
amplitude as 
a resul t of" 
the image 
processing 

6. CONCLUSIONS. (i) The modulation of" the sea radioimages of" 
V-polari2ation. taken at oblique angles. is due to the long-wave 
slopes in the plane of" antenna look. (ii) The speckles of" 
H-polari2ed sea radioimages are explained by the statistics of" 
specular ref"lections and wedge scatter f"rom steep waves. The 
speckle structure depends strongly on the directional spectrum 
and nonlinearity of" the sea as well as on the inhomogeneous 
surf"ace currents. (iii) The developed models provide imaging 
radar methods to be used f"or experimental measurement. of" sea 
spectra of" dif"f"erent scales and f"or observation of" the ef"f"ects 
of" various atmospheric and oceanic processes. 
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